
Our innovative and growing company is looking for a principal. To join our growing
team, please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications.

Responsibilities for principal

Technical bridge between Process Development and site based Technical
Operations groups to support technology transfer, process validation, control
strategy, process knowledge and ownership
Develop, execute and measure multi-platform workplace communication
campaigns—that leverage the Intranet, in-office digital displays, internal
social media and video to drive two-way communication and prompt action
We want to help business stakeholders become more effective in their day-
to-day communications by developing and driving a DIY model.We measure
and analyze everything
Liaison with clients including discussing technical solutions with technical and
non-technical clients at both project and tender stage
Undertake CRE role in the delivery of civil engineering elements of single and
multi-disciplinary railway projects
Provide technical leadership to a development team across full SDLC and
application stack
Hands on delivery of working components as part of a team
Development of technical specifications based on functional requirements
Working closely with product and architecture teams to define the technical
roadmap required for solution delivery in line with our strategic plan for
application decomposition to micro-services
Ensuring adherence for the team to coding standards and key quality metrics
such as unit and automated testing

Qualifications for principal

Example of Principal Job Description
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Bachelors of Science Degree in Engineering with a minimum of 7 years of
experience, or a minimum of 5 years of experience with a Master’s Degree
Professional traits, including an uncompromising commitment to quality
You have 8+ years experience in client-facing roles of increasing
responsibility, delivering products or services to life science partners, in
organizations such as top 5 consulting firms, boutique life sciences consulting
firms, or healthcare IT/analytics companies
You have a track record of success in developing long term business
relationships with life science companies in a strategic and abstract space
You can apply your commercial or medical oncology content knowledge to
support end-to-end client engagement process, including capabilities
presentations, project scoping, and customer support


